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ABSTRACT
In this paper we explore how a situated public display can be employed as a window into pseudo-immersive virtual game world. Our experimental construct is Campus Knights, a location based mixed reality game that is played by teams, using mobile phones inside several indoor arenas that have both physical and virtual representations. Each game round begins with players exploring the physical world to recover digital artifacts, and culminates in a boss fight inside a 3D virtual replica of the physical game arena. We study the immersive quality of such a physical-virtual game environment in two semi-controlled field trials conducted on a university campus. Our results show that the social aspect of using a public display as a gathering point for players can provide an “in game” alternative for situated game play and enhance social interaction between players in otherwise spatially dispersed game.
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INTRODUCTION
Pervasive games are games that permeate everyday life and living environment. This environment is used as an arena for gameplay, in a way that instead of relying completely on a fictional universe, some elements of the physical world are utilized in the game design [26, 11, 21]. Today, shared public spaces are saturated with ubiquitous computing technologies that offer a wide range of possibilities for creating novel experiences for pervasive gaming, including mobile games that have established themselves as an integral part of our culture [13]. In the study presented here we focus on one such technology, namely pervasive public displays. Public displays of all sizes and varying levels of interactive affordances are a common element in public urban spaces [17], and as such carry significant potential for entertainment and gaming related use cases, especially with pervasive games that can span hours or even days [26, 11, 17].

In this paper we look at using public displays as so-called window on world (WoW) [8] for the purpose of creating pseudo-immersive spaces for situated collaborative gameplay. As a research vehicle, we developed Campus Knights, a pervasive game that entwines gameplay in physical and virtual spaces. In CK the players use the campus for gameplay, but each round in the game culminates in a battle against a final opponent in the virtual arena accessed through a medium sized public display. We collected data through two semi-controlled field trials, where we explore the role of situated displays from the point of view of pervasive spatially dispersed games. We begin by considering related work in the following chapter.

RELATED WORK
Development of displays and head mounted displays has progressed jointly from early days of virtual reality interfaces [31]. Non-stereoscopic displays are still more widely used in accessing both unrealistic and realistic VRs [2, 8]. This approach dubbed as window on world (WoW) or desktop VR has remained as the main interface paradigm for VRs for decades. Emerging technologies such as wearables and mobile AR are technologies to be exploited in the third generation of pervasive games [15], although they have their limitations such as high latency and battery consumption [11]. Very large displays and immersive cave automatic virtual environments (CAVEs) are well-established interfaces for displaying both realistic and unrealistic VRs in games and simulations [24]. However, they are often deployed in restricted (indoor) locations and there may be only one or a few such displays in a given city. In this paper we are particularly interested in medium sized situated public displays that have untapped potential as WoW access points to realistic VR environments. Such displays are often found in numbers in several locations in most cities. They are typically connected to Internet, which fuses them into the computing infrastructure of the city and makes them a potential platform for collaborative gaming [17, 32, 23, 20]. While their available computing power may not be capable of rendering high-fidelity VRs, virtual worlds are becoming
more scalable and instead of specific client software they can be now be visualized with web browsers supporting webGL [6]. While game worlds are often unrealistic, situating a game into a realistic virtual environment has been done before, although in these cases virtual environments are typically simplified or depict an alternate historical continuum such is the case with the popular game series Grand Theft Auto or Fallout.

Typical games for situated public displays are often single player standalone games that are separated from their real-world context either spatially or socially. Manhattan Story Mashup (MSM) was a collaborative storytelling pervasive game where people in the web created stories and people on the streets of Manhattan competed in illustrating those stories with photos [32]. Completed stories were shown on a large scale display at Times Square for the general public and players. MSM showed that displays can have a rewarding and satisfying meaning for the players, although in MSM they were not required to get together by the display. Wordster is a more recent example of a word game that has been played on public displays. Wordster was a success as a single player game but failed in creating a social setting for the mobile multiplayer version [23]. Martians from Outer Space is a game that depicts a realistic city scape and utilizes medium sized pervasive displays. It does not fully utilize the social benefits of the platform. Though the players co-operate towards a common goal in the game e.g. try to prevent an alien invasion. The co-operation is scarce as the players engage the game solo by each individual display [12]. However, when a game is presented as a team game from the beginning and no single player option is offered, the players may be more willing to interact like in First Strike. It is a multiplayer war strategy game that is played by public display with a mobile phone. The game was specifically designed to fit the context of a traveler’s lounge to enhance social interaction. The game area is restricted but First Strike shows that social interaction and communication can be mediated by public displays. In First Strike the display is used for visualization of game status and the players do not coordinate in a 3D environments by the displays [20]. Coordination and interaction by using mobile phones is however something that is done in many standalone applications and games for displays or projected scenes [32, 34, 18, 4].

Although one of the key elements of pervasive games is social expansion [14] on most location based pervasive games this expansion is quite literal and driven by another depicting feature of pervasive games, spatial expansion. Geocaching is one of the oldest location based games and it can disperse the individual players on global scale [28]. In Ingress, the players battle on city wide arenas between two factions and though it is a team game and the co-location is encouraged in “capturing portals”. The physical world elements utilized in Ingress are the portal location that oftentimes are local landmarks. The game however relies in inaccurate locationing hence the players do not need to be physically co-located [3]. The social aspect and connectedness are factors that motivate gaming and keep the players loyal to their game apps [13]. Many location based games lead into scattered players [26, 32, 21]. Even if the players are encouraged to be co-located in the game they do not have to in order to get the benefits of collaborating. There is varying amount of inaccuracy in the available location data for location based games. This results in mismatch between the real and the perceived location of players [22]. The social aspect of location based games can be a key motivator for the players and co-located gameplay in general is fun for the participants [28, 9]. For these reasons we suggest enhancing city wide pervasive mobile games with the use of public displays. Similar idea has been introduced at a concept level for enhancing offline social interaction [10] and co-located gameplay as was done in Capture the Campus [33] that combines real world location capturing and pervasive displays. In the following chapter we describe partly controlled field trials on a game where the use of displays is to promote in game social interaction e.g. co-located interaction during gameplay while also using the displays as WoW access point to virtual campus.

CAMPUS KNIGHTS

Pervasive games have a tradition of utilizing elements of role playing games (RPGs) in game design, ranging from fully implemented digital pervasive live action RPGs to games that only take advantage of some elements of the genre. This has proven to be a good strategy for designing engaging location based games [14, 7, 29]. The predominant story arc of many role playing games is the classical quest, where the hero attempts to recover an item or artifact that will allow him/her to defeat the antagonist of the story. Campus Knights adopts this tried-and-true story vehicle in the gameplay design: a band of heroes has to first explore the physical game arena to discover various artifacts that will enable them to defeat their nemesis, the evil professor. The final battle is fought in the virtual world, where the avatars of the players fight with the help of the artifacts they have collected. CK has three phases, where the level of required collaboration varies: quest phase, capturing a location and the boss fight. The players can do the quest phase individually, they can capture locations in teams faster or try to do it alone, but in the end must come together to defeat the final opponent or face a certain failure. Multiple teams can play simultaneously, and in this case the team who locates and defeats the final opponent the most often wins the game round. We had three game arenas available: the entrance floor of the information technology building (A1), the main common area of the university (A2), and a large library (A3). Arenas are each 2000-3000 m² in size. They are equipped with a public display that serves as a window into the virtual arena, a collaborative 3D virtual model of the physical arena where the final battle happens. This is accomplished by locating and scanning QR codes with a mobile phone. Completing chores yields the players in-game currency to purchase consumable
Available CK arenas. The physical arenas on the left column with displays. The virtual arenas on corresponding locations can be seen in the right column.

items like coffee, cheat sheet, unbreakable argument, etc. These items give players power ups as they battle in the tournament phase, and are crucial in defeating the final opponent.

Tournaments
The tournament phase consists of two activities: conquering locations and diving into the virtual arena through a situated display to defeat the boss. Players conquer locations through physical presence, and when enough locations have been conquered, the final opponent will appear in the virtual arena. Team participation is encouraged by a mechanism where the number of players entering an arena has an impact on the time needed to conquer it. Finally, players must find the situated display on which the virtual game arena (Figure 1) appears on, navigate it to locate the final opponent, and defeat it in battle (Figure 2).

Players battle the final opponent in the virtual arena using their mobile phones. Once the fight commences, players have six minutes to find and to defeat the opponent. The first player to enter the virtual arena is placed at a given location, and the viewpoint is fixed to her/his first person perspective on the public display. One player controls the navigation around the virtual arena. Once the boss is located, the fight commences. The camera angle shifts to a bird’s eye view where each player is represented by an avatar, and important game-related information such as each player’s health bar is shown in the upper corner of the display. If the players defeat the boss, they receive a point. If they lose, they have to reconquer the physical locations to gain again the access to the virtual arena and the boss fight. The rules of the battle are set so that it is impossible for a solo player to beat the boss alone, thus team play is required by design.

Technical Implementation
CK is implemented with a traditional client-server architecture. The mobile game client is implemented atop Android 4.4. The game client provides the controls needed in the quest and tournament phases, including navigation in the virtual arena. The virtual arenas are implemented as 3D scenes atop the realXtend open source game engine [25] and hosted online in the Meshmoon hosting service. The 3D scenes are shown on the public displays with a dedicated 3D viewer software (Meshmoon Rocket) running on the control PC of the public displays. The displays used in the study are 46” full HD LCD panels installed at eye height on movable stances. A dedicated server takes care of game logistics and communication with clients over the Internet. The positioning of the mobile phones is done with A-GPS that benefits from the dense population of public Wi-Fi access points scattered around the campus.

Figure 1. Available CK arenas. The physical arenas on the left column with displays. The virtual arenas on corresponding locations can be seen in the right column.

Figure 2. Boss fight about to commence in the virtual arena (A), players playing the game by the display (B)
Figure 3 shows selected screenshots of the mobile client.

FIELD TRIALS

CK was evaluated in two field trials with slightly varying game parameters. The design and data collection from the experiments was guided by the principles of conducting critical research and the guidelines for evaluating interpretive field studies in information systems [16, 27]. Collected data consists of observations, field notes and answers to the Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) [1]. Players’ locations and the use of the mobile game app were logged by the game server.

Field trial 1: Multiple arenas, few chores

The first field trial of Campus Knights spanned two days. During the first day the players got their user IDs and they were allowed to do only the quest phase, and tournament phase was conducted on the second day. In this trial, all three arenas illustrated in Figures 1. and 4. were accessible to the players. Each arena contained one chore and a fourth chore was placed along the route between arenas A1 and A3. In total 9 players (female N=4) aged between 23 and 27 years participated in three teams of three players. All participants were university students, five majoring in computer science and four in other fields.

Field trial 2: One arena, many chores

For the second field trial, the game parameters were modified to include only one arena (Figure 1: A). The number of chores inside the arena was increased to 17, and new types of chores where players had to interact with campus staff or complete a kind of scavenger hunt to gain access to the QR codes were added. Participants in this trial were 9 high school students attending an event at the campus (all male). The game lasted 80 minutes in total, where first 15 minutes were used for instructing the players about gameplay.

RESULTS

Player Activity

Figure 4. illustrates the mobility traces collected from the players during the first field trial. As seen in the figure, the players were very active in traversing the available three game arenas in search for the QR codes that would allow them to purchase equipment for the tournament phase on day 2. In field trial 1, where players were allowed to move freely between the 3 game arenas, they were very active in A2 and A1. However, in A3 where the display was slightly hidden (Figure 1: A3) they quickly lost interest and moved to other arenas. This is clearly visible from the paths of their movements (Figure 4).
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Figure 5 illustrates player mobility and the game set up during the second field trial. The area corresponds to A1 from the first field trial (Figure A). Though the number of arenas was limited to one, the increased number of chores inside the arena ensured that the players remained active, searching for the hidden QR-codes. Player routes in Figure 5. show that chores that were easier to find were more popular than those that were on the outskirts of the arena.

Figure 5. Setup of field trial 2. The route is based on 600 coordinate pairs logged in the midpoint of the trial 2.

We also collected quantitative data from both field trials. Though the number of players was the same in both trials, the increased number of chores in field trial 2 led to significantly greater activity from the players (25 chores complete in field trial 1 vs. 63 in field trial 2).
Field trial 1 (player N=9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chores completed</th>
<th>Boss fights (lost/won)</th>
<th>Locations conquered</th>
<th>Items bought</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8 (7/1)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 (2/1)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 (0/0)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11 (9/2)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field trial 2 (player N=9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chores completed</th>
<th>Boss fights (lost/won)</th>
<th>Locations conquered</th>
<th>Items bought</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4 (3/1)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4 (3/1)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Log data from field trials

On average each player completed almost 3 chores in field trial 1, and 7 in field trial 2. In the tournament phase, the increased number of game arenas clearly led in to greater involvement in gameplay in the form of more locations being conquered (67 vs 16) and more boss fights being started (11 vs. 4). The amount of items bought in both field trials was similar (25 vs 21). Details on game log can be found from table 1.

Player Engagement

We assessed player engagement by using the Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) [29]. The questionnaire is divided on the topics of absorption, flow, presence and immersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absorption (Abs)</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>I felt scared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>I lost track of where I was.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>I felt different.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Time seemed to stand or stop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>I felt spaced out.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow (Flo)</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>I could not tell I was getting tired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>When someone talked to me I did not hear them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>I felt like I could not stop playing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>The game felt real.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>I got excited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>I did not have to think how to play.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>Playing made me feel calm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presence (Pre)</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>Things seemed to happened automatically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16</td>
<td>My thoughts were fast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17</td>
<td>I played longer than I intended to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18</td>
<td>I lost track of time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immersion (Imm)</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q19</td>
<td>I was really into this game.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. GEQ [29] items used in our questionnaire.

Two questions of the original, Q6 and Q12, were left out for brevity, and in order to avoid language issues, Q11 was rephrased from “I get wound up” to “I got excited”. Table 2 contains the items from GEQ we used. Altogether 4 questionnaires were discarded due to incompleteness (final N=14). In addition to the GEQ.

![Figure 6. Diverging chart showing the GEQ results from both trials. The Likert scale was from one to seven, where one means the correspondent strongly disagrees with a statement and seven signifies strong agreement. The diverging line is at 4: neither agree nor disagree.](image)

On both trials there were more answers at the very low end of spectrum in GEQ items. The questionnaire also included 9 open questions on the topics of in-game communication, gameplay, and used strategies.

Player Behavior by the Displays

The open questionnaires answers and field notes went through eclectic coding. The topics of the questions defined the categories of the codes. In their questionnaires the players reported an equal amount of group and individual strategies, although from observational data it became apparent that teams devised strategies such as splitting up initially to cover as much ground and do as many chores as possible. However, after a while they learned to come together again once the final battle was about to begin.
All players were given an introduction to the game and its mechanics prior to starting a session. However, many players still approached the study staff for further instructions during game time. Players were active in communicating with one another, and the situated display especially served as a social hub during the tournament phase of the game. In both field trials, the situated displays worked as social hubs bringing the players together. Conversations were very lively, especially in situations where the players experienced difficulties in defeating the final opponent. The game context itself offered a solid basis for discussion and the fact that the team was working towards a shared goal inspired camaraderie and peer support.

As the game mechanics dictate that it is faster to conquer locations in order to force the final opponent to appear with co-located players, it was interesting to see players disperse to different corners of the available space. Often, the group would split in order to accomplish more chores, but quickly come together for the final battle as they tried to be the first team to engage the opponent in battle before other teams could do so, or before the game time was over.

DISCUSSION

Campus Knights as a Social Platform
The study presented in this paper strengthens the pre-existing notion on that situated public displays can be used as social hubs around which players gather to collaborate on shared tasks such as defeating the final opponent in a game. Similarly, the requirement to forage the physical environment for items or in-game currency is a powerful motivator for players to collaborate by negotiating various strategies such as splitting up to cover more ground and beat other teams to the punch for the final boss battle.

Campus Knights as a Window on World
Campus Knights utilizes a hybrid model where in-game operations are split between the physical and the virtual worlds. This design effectively combines the best of two worlds: pervasive games such as geocaching remain very popular as they encourage playful exploration of everyday lived environments; simultaneously, casual gaming has seen an unprecedented explosion as smartphones offer everyone the capability to engage in a game.

Utilizing situated public displays as a window on world offers novel possibilities that have not been sufficiently explored in previous literature: the possibility to access the virtual replica of the physical world enables engaging and playful scenarios that elevate gameplay to a new level. In the case of Campus Knights, players are offered the possibility to transform their everyday campus into an exciting battleground where a team of heroes can go up against an adversary and collaborate to defeat it. Of course, the field trials discussed in this paper were conducted in quite spatially restricted area and the players did not find the game very engaging. Though, it will be interesting to see how a future adaptation of the game will be played in a much larger scale at the downtown area of the city, with tens of players and bigger teams.

CONCLUSION
Campus Knights transforms an everyday space such as a university campus into a game arena, where players move in the physical space to explore areas and discover hidden treasure, which will allow them to access the virtual world to jointly defeat a final opponent. The game utilizes situated public displays as a window on world. The introduction of a virtual replica of the physical environment enables engaging “what if” experiences and helps people explore their surroundings in new, imaginative ways.

We suggest enhancing the social aspect of similar games by utilizing public displays to create a pseudo-immersive virtual space. The displays can bring variability to game setup, but they do not necessarily add to player engagement as the players in our two field trials did not find the Campus Knights game engaging. However, results from the two field trials confirm that situated displays can serve as a social hub around which players gather to collaboratively accomplish game objectives.

We are currently working on porting the game to outdoor urban setting. This will enable us to offer more screens as WoW, and include teams with more players. Bigger teams and wider game area will hopefully further highlight the strategies players adopt and further enable us uncover more emergent social behavior. During this study we targeted player engagement throughout the whole game, but in the future we will separate the different phases of CK gameplay and altering levels of realism on the view into the virtual reality to allow us to do a better comparison between factors in player engagement and co-presence while pervasive displays are used as WoWs.
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